Multifaceted regulation of the system A transporter Slc38a2 suggests nanoscale regulation of amino acid metabolism and cellular signaling.
Amino acids are essential for cellular protein synthesis, growth, metabolism, signaling and in stress responses. Cell plasma membranes harbor specialized transporters accumulating amino acids to support a variety of cellular biochemical pathways. Several transporters for neutral amino acids have been characterized. However, Slc38a2 (also known as SA1, SAT2, ATA2, SNAT2) representing the classical transport system A activity stands in a unique position: Being a secondarily active transporter energized by the electrochemical gradient of Na+, it creates steep concentration gradients for amino acids such as glutamine: this may subsequently drive the accumulation of additional neutral amino acids through exchange via transport systems ASC and L. Slc38a2 is ubiquitously expressed, yet in a cell-specific manner. In this review, we show that Slc38a2 is regulated at the transcriptional and translational levels as well as by ions and proteins through direct interactions. We describe how Slc38a2 senses amino acid availability and passes this onto intracellular signaling pathways and how it regulates protein synthesis, cellular proliferation and apoptosis through the mechanistic (mammalian) target of rapamycin (mTOR) and general control nonderepressible 2 (GCN2) pathways. Furthermore, we review how this extensively regulated transporter contributes to cellular osmoadaptation and how it is regulated by endoplasmic reticulum stress and various hormonal stimuli to promote cellular metabolism, cellular signaling and cell survival. This article is part of the issue entitled 'Special Issue on Neurotransmitter Transporters'.